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duty, have not exercised or personally supervised the rigorous
application of governmental orders. These defections will
be mercilessly punished. Cable acknowledgment of this
message.'
Pelicier was in a quandary. As a military man, Captain in
the French Air Force and holder of the Croix de Guerre, he
knew only one law—to obey his superior officers. On the
other hand his superior officers had broken their word in
making a separate peace, and there was evidence enough that
the Conseil General, backed to the hilt by the population,
would not obey orders from Vichy. He decided to play for
time, and without revealing the contents of the telegram to
any but a few intimate advisers, he wired back to Vichy :
'My decisions taken with full approval Secretary General
and Chief Army Commander as being only ones au fait with
circumstances and geographic situation of the colony, which
imposes itself as a brutal fact stop ask you to realize these
elements in judging the situation of my colony.'
The people, meanwhile, were looking for some definite
action and were harassing the Conseil General to get
something done. Maitre Verges had been released, and the
petition for local autonomy was gaining popular support..
Two days after Pelicier had received the cable 'from Vichy,,
the petition demanding local autonomy was presented to
the Conseil General for discussion and on June 26th the
latter drew up a four-point programme, demanding a Popular
Assembly. Point 4 in the programme stated :
'If the Assembly be formed, in order to be in accord with
the republican ideas and concepts clearly affirmed by the
population, both the constitution and composition of this
assembly shall be decided by referendum of the New
Caledonian people.'
Pelicier's reaction to this resolution was eagerly awaited
by the people and a large crowd gathered to hear his state-
ment to the Conseil General the following day. To their
amazement and disgust, the Governor made no reference to
the demand for autonomy, or to the international situation.,
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